FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Running Lab Opens Brand New Stores in Marina Square &
Tampines Mall
October,
offering
proud to
Tampines

2016 - Continuing to deliver on its belief in inspiring and
the right running gear and advice to runners, Running Lab is
open not just one, but two brand new stores in Marina Square and
Mall!

Running Lab is passionate about
running, and both new spaces aim to
capture the energy and sense of
adventure when on a run. Familiar
materials
are
paired
with
surprising
shapes
to
create
wonderment
and
surprise.
The
entrance to the store is slanted at
an angle, distinctive of Running
Lab stores. Forward slanting shapes
are
visually
synchronised
throughout each space, creating a
sense
of
movement.
Galvanised
steel, an unusual flooring material, is used to evoke visuals of urban
spaces and define the footwear zone. Treadmills with projection screens
take centre stage, showcasing our commitment to being the expert for
running gear and knowhow.
Upon entering the stores, you are first
greeted by inspirational running footage
projected onto a 2-metre tall glass
frame,
which
houses
the
essential
treadmill, a must-have for Running Lab’s
signature Gait Analysis.
Keeping in line with their promise on
providing
runners
with
technically
advanced running products, both stores
feature
two
spacious
gender-specific
footwear areas and also house a wide
range of top notch footwear, triathlon,
running and compression apparel brands
such as Swiss brand On, The North Face,
Asics, Saucony, HOKA ONE ONE, Zoot,
Under Armour and New Balance, catering
to both male and female runners. There
are also dedicated areas for injuryprevention,
nutrition
and
running
accessories.

Walter Tan, General Manager of Running Lab’s parent company, Outdoor
Venture Pte Ltd, is thrilled with the expansion: “Running has become a
very popular activity in Singapore and over the years we have received
great feedback from runners on our Gait Analysis and wide range of
products at Running Lab. We are thrilled to open two more stores here,
which will allow us to continue our mission of providing Singaporeans
with the right gear and right expertise when it comes to running.”
More than focusing only on
expansion, Running Lab also
advocates a healthy lifestyle
through organising free weekly
runs through some of the city's
most scenic routes.
These runs are held at two
locations – Velocity@Novena and
Marina Square. Participants simply
need to meet up at Running Lab
Tuesdays
6.45pm, Velocity@Novena Square #01-47
stores on the following days:

Thursdays
6.45pm, Marina Square #02-26

ABOUT RUNNING LAB
Running Lab is a specialty running store retailing technically advanced
running apparel, equipment and footwear. We are staffed by sports
trainers and experienced runners who have the expertise to match the
right shoe to your foot type, which helps to maximize performance and
reduce the risk of injuries.

Gait Analysis
Running shoes are designed to provide features which address a wide
variety of foot shapes, strikes and biomechanical variances. It is
difficult and at times confusing, to know which shoe will work best for
you.
At Running Lab, we make it a priority to help customers select the
correct shoes to maximise performance and reduce the risk of injuries. We
pride ourselves on our thorough Gait Analysis which includes our experts
asking questions on your running routine, analysing and measuring your

feet and finally recommending you
the right footwear and letting you
purchase.
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For more information, visit:

www.runninglab.com or www.facebook.com/runninglabsingapore

Running Lab Stores:
#01-47 Velocity @ Novena Square
#02-26 Marina Square
#02-16B/16C Tampines Mall (Opening October 2016)

ABOUT OUTDOOR VENTURE
Outdoor Venture is a privately held company based in Singapore founded in
2005. The company distributes and retails best-in-class sports and
outdoor apparel, footwear and accessories and maintains its position as a
leader in the industry by representing the most authentic and innovative
products.
With brands such as The North Face, Gregory, Zoot and GU Energy
Nutrition, Outdoor Venture caters to all channels of retail distribution
throughout South-East Asia from sporting goods chains to department
stores, travel goods retailers, specialty outdoor, running and cycling
retailers as well as lifestyle and health and wellness stores totalling
over 100 doors.
The Company operates more than 10 retail stores located across Singapore
and Malaysia under The North Face, Running Lab and LIV ACTIV concepts.
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